Box is a top cloud content management platform that serves over 76,000 businesses worldwide. Since 2005, Box has made it easier for people to securely share ideas, collaborate and get work done faster.

This infographic is based on the "AIIM Industry Watch Series — Governance and Compliance in 2017: A Real World View," published in July 2017. AIIM surveyed 218 individual members of the AIIM community in June 2017. Respondents represented organizations of all sizes, ranging from 1 to over 5,000 employees. 66% are based in North America, with 26% from EMEA-R and 8% from the rest of the world.

What's holding organizations back from good governance?

18% of respondents suffered data loss or exposure due to bad practice — or were unable to find records for legal reasons.
17% of respondents agree that a lack of effective information governance policies leaves their organizations open to risk.
46% of respondents rate their information governance policies as "average" or "extremely poor."